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Introduction to R.V.12.0
The latest release of BPS is R.V.12.0. This document will take you through all the new
functionality, along with a collection of system enhancements and bug fixes. As always, we
value your input on how we can develop BPS to continue providing industry leading budgeting
and forecasting solutions. If you wish to discuss any of the functionality contained within this
document, please do not hesitate to contact the Support Team either by email
(support@orovia.com) or by phone (01138 800 999)

BPS Central Enhancements
MAT Budget Forecast Reports - Employee Cluster Report
Within this release we have included MAT-wide employee reports. We have taken the reports
you are familiar with at school level and produced consolidated data sets for Trust wide
analysis with a similar structure. The reports assist in taking another step forward towards
fully integrated MAT controls within the BPS system.
Within central view, head to ‘SIS’ then select ‘Budget Forecast Reports’. Choose one of the
clusters you have available, then select the relevant financial year.

Now select the schools you wish to include by selecting the ‘Submitted’ or ‘Current’ column,
if you do not wish to include a school leave both fields blank.
If you select the ‘Employees’ module, the type will show you ‘Summary’, ‘Summary Details’
and ‘Detailed FTE Summary’.

You will be asked to select ‘Submit’ or ‘Current’, ensure you are selecting the same option as
the ticks you provided above.
At this level, the reports are available in .csv format. This provides a fully formattable file in
which you can run a myriad of calculations.

A fantastic new feature in these reports is that you can now see the post
description. This is extremely useful for categorizing employees by subject,
contract type etc. Simply change this on the employee record and see it within
the report, an example would be ‘Music – Fixed Term’. This can assist with
curriculum planning.

MAT Budget Monitoring Reports-Cluster Report
For customers who use cost centre budget monitoring within their database, we have now
provided the ability to consolidate the school’s data into a Trust report. As cost centres are
often school specific, this report will only pull through the ledger code/line number values.

Pay Scales
Pay Scale Bulk Upload
We have added functionality to the pay scale screen which will provide all our customers with
the ability to easily and efficiently update their own pay scales. Click on ‘Bulk Entry’ to open
the new options shown below.

Round Off – This will provide the calculated values as whole integers
Actuals – This will provide the resulting values with two decimal places.
Percentage (%) Adjustment – This now allows the user to increase the values on the pay scale
in relation to the column to the left. So if a decision is made that a specific pay scale will see
an increase of 2.75%, you just need to type that in to the field, leave the default option of
‘Future Year Values’ above, and click ‘Calculate’. These increases can also be applied to each
year individually, providing flexibility to accommodate any 5-year structure required.

THIS FEATURE IS AVAILABLE IN BOTH CURRENT AND FUTURE YEAR DATA AND WILL HEAVILY
REDUCE THE USERS RELIANCE ON CONTACTING SUPPORT FOR CHANGES .

Funding Allocation
It is now possible to make modifications to the funding allocation rates whilst the year end
process is in place. There is now an option to ‘Update Future Year’. If you are in the future
data tab, you will have the option to ‘Update Current Year’.

Central & School Enhancements
Pay Elements Notification
We have now tailored the pay elements notification to display only in schools which have been
affected by the change. So, if a pay scale that you are not using is amended, you won’t be
requested to regenerate your employee scenarios.

Ledger Codes
Another search parameter has been provided in both the school and central tables. You can
now search by the ledger code profile.

List of Available Ledger Codes
Ledger codes can now be freely updated within both ‘Central Data’ and ‘Future Data’.
This is available in both the central and school side views.

Performance Pay
This release brings the new functionality of pay bands for teaching roles. As part of this
development, we have implemented a new ‘Performance Pay’ option for teaching, as seen
below.

Contracts
List of Available Employees
Any employee who has a paternity/maternity contract allocated to them will now be
highlighted within the employee list of a scenario. This provides easier navigation when
investigating any calculations.

Employee Scenario Reports
‘Summary’, ‘Summary Details’, ‘Cost Centres Summary’ and ‘Cost Centres Summary Details’
report previews will also show the highlighted entries as seen on the previous screen.

We have also adjusted the value present within the employee reports. Previously, the system
only displayed the cost out and held the rebate off until the budget was created. The
employee reports will now show as cost minus rebate. This ensures there will be no difference
between the calculations shown in these reports, and the ‘Budget/Forecast’ screen.

Further to this, we have provided a new ‘Contract Details’ table at the bottom of the reports.
This lays out everyone’s contract cost and rebate, month by month.

Pay Bands
Job Roles
As mentioned above, we have now provided the option to apply pay bands to job roles
allocated to the ‘Teaching Staff’ type.

School Side Enhancements
Staff Details
BPS will no longer remove historic timelines when unselecting ‘Auto-Increment’ on the
‘Personal’ tab of an employee. This will ensure all current contracts remain when making
changes to future projections.
We have also provided a new feature of a "Next" and "Previous" employee option within the
individual ‘Staff Details’ screen. These navigation options will work based on the search
conditions chosen in the ‘List of Available Employees’ page.

There is also now a small menu button in the bottom right corner. This produces a full list of
employees in which you can quickly navigate to a different record without the need to head
back to the original employee list screen.

Salary Statements
BPS now holds a new salary statement template, for both teaching and non-teaching
employees. An example of these new templates can be seen below. These can export either
on an individual employee basis, or a bulk download of all statements in one.

Tag Allocation
New options have now been provided within the employee tagging screen. You can now select
any of the below options to dictate how you would like the future years’ values to calculate.

Fixed Percentage – This will keep the percentage rate entered in the first year and autopopulate this for the future years; see leadership example in the screenshot.
Inflation – This will lock the value that has been entered in the first year, and present the
same in future years; see example contract time in the screenshot
None - Current year’s modification will not carry to any future years.

These settings are also available in Funding and Other Income and Expenditure.

Payroll Reconciliation
We have implemented another ‘Save’ button to show at the top of the reconciliation screen.
Ledger code filtering is now also present, to quickly navigate to relevant employees.

Funding Allocation
Any comment will now save upon completion, the scenario does not need to be saved for the
comment to hold.

Other Income and Expenditure
Any comment will now save upon completion, the scenario does not need to be saved for the
comment to hold.

We have also provided a ‘Would you like to save now?’ option within this screen when the
time out limit is reached. This provides further opportunity to save your work when the system
has been idle for a while.

Budget Forecast
We have completely changed the ‘Cost Centre Allocation’ process within this release. The
system now provides an option to auto create an allocation when you bring the budget
together.

When you choose to repopulate your budget, the cost centre allocation will now refresh
alongside it. Ensure the below button is ticked when repopulating the budget. This alleviates
the need to create multiple allocations for a budget, removing the risk of the system reading
a historic version.

‘GAG Report’ has now been renamed to ‘BFR Report’

Cost Centre Allocation
You can also manually refresh the cost centre allocation by heading to the page and
selecting the button show below.

School Profile
We have now provided a new setting within the ‘School Profile’. Until this is ticked, TLR rates
will not be amendable at school level. If changes have been made previously, this will be ticked
by default upon system update.

Cost Centre Vs Funding
Any allocations made within the ‘Cost Centre vs Funding’ page will now be held when the new
year is opened within the system.

Sensitivity Profiling
Sensitivity profiles have now been developed to include negative percentage changes.
Please be aware that any items entered within a profile will build on top of any other
inflationary changes already present in the scenarios.

Budget Monitoring
Budget Profile and Cost Centre Budget Profile
Comment boxes have been provided on the ‘Revenue Summary’ and ‘Capital Summary’ tabs.

The system will now retain any “Key Variance & Reason for Variance Comments”, “Revenue
and Capital Summary Comments” and “Adjustments (£)” from previous version onto the latest
version. These setting can be switched on/off. Please contact the Support Desk for these to
be applied/removed.

We have also provided an option to select any budget forecast for the ‘Calculated Remaining
from Budget Months’ calculations. This will continue to work the same within the staffing, by
looking at the current version. The amendment is focused around the ‘Revenue’ tab.

A new setting has been provided for monitoring scenarios, through which they can now be
locked.

This can be found in the ‘List of Available Budget Profiles/Cost Centre Profiles’ screen. On
selecting a profile from within the table the button will be enabled. Scenarios cannot be
unlocked by the school user once the setting has been applied. This right is held by the admin
accounts on the database.

When the Budget Profile/Cost Centre Profile is ‘Marked for Central Report’ the record will
automatically lock, and you will not be able to unlock it unless it has been deselected first.
This ensures that any scenarios provided for a consolidated report cannot be amended further.

All reports will also now have a repeating page header. ‘Save’ buttons and page numbers are
now present both the top and bottom of the Budget Profile/Cost Centre Profile details screen.

Cost Centre Budget Profile
Cost Centre Budget Profiles have also been provided with some new report formats, ‘Cost
Centres Balance Details’ and ‘Cost Centres Balance’.

